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WILD about Leadership!!
Workshop Descriptions

Swinging in the Wind
Have a roaring good time teaming up and creating a turbine! You and your teammates will work together to think like engineers and put wind power to the test.

Welcome to the Jungle
Hello there, mate! And welcome to the jungle! The jungle can be a rough and rugged place. Do you have what it takes to survive? Come and learn basic survival skills and then put them to the test when we send you blind into the great jungle. Be ready and pack your instincts because it’s wild out there!

Taking Care of Monkey Business
Swing into the world of communication and order! In this workshop we will be going bananas over running a meeting with parliamentary procedure. We will then be speaking across the Savannah by learning about the wild ways others communicate. It is time to hunt for success and proceed with adventure!

Opportunities Beyond the Horizon
Waking up to a beautiful sunrise is like growing up in 4-H; once you grasp it, you will never let it go. We will learn more about 4-H opportunities available to make your 4-H experience as phenomenal as it can be.

Going Wild with Nutrition
Going wild with nutrition by exploring what kind of ingredients are jungled up in your drinks. Ride your way to a smoothie by blending it on our blenderbike.

Hunting Hunger to Extinction
Help package meals that can be distributed within your own community, in coordination with Illini Fighting Hunger. Learn the importance of community service, helping others, and giving back to your local community.